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rotonation of layered-type
materials as a newly identified cause of electrode
degradation†

Junghoon Yang,*ab Sungwon Park,c Sungsik Lee,d Jungpil Kim, b Di Huang,a

Jihyeon Gim, e Eungje Lee, e Gilseob Kim,f Kyusung Park,a Yong-Mook Kang,*fg

Eunsu Paek*c and Sang-Don Han *a

Further development of electrochemical devices and electric vehicles requires advanced secondary

batteries with higher energy density, longer lifetime and enhanced thermal safety. Increasing the cell

operating voltage is one of the realistic strategies to extend the energy density, but it is inevitably

accompanied by irreversible structural changes and mechanical failure of the electrode materials and

continuous parasitic reactions within the electrode–electrolyte interface resulting in capacity fading and

subsequent battery failure along with safety issues. Herein, we report deprotonation of layered-type

materials at high voltages (>4.5 V vs. Li/Li+) as a newly identified cause of electrode degradation, which

has not been addressed previously. Electrochemical analysis and diagnostics combined with advanced

characterization studies and computational simulations were employed to understand deprotonation

mechanisms and investigate the effect of the deprotonation process on the electrode during high

voltage operation. We demonstrated that protons act as charge carriers in lithium (Li)-free materials

through the deprotonation process during the initial charging. In addition, this study shows that the

deprotonation process is dependent upon transition metals and accordingly deteriorates the electrode

by changing its structure and electrochemical properties.
Introduction

The importance of developing advanced electrochemical energy
storage systems with higher energy density, longer lifetime and
enhanced safety has been growing over the last few decades.1–3

Current Li-ion batteries (LIBs) are composed of layered struc-
tured electrodes based on an insertion-type ion storage mech-
anism.4 The energy density of a LIB is determined by the
reversible capacities of the cathode and anode as well as the
operating voltage window between them, so one of the proper
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design strategies toward higher energy density is to maximize
the voltage difference between the anode and cathode, both of
which have high capacities.5,6 Layered cathode materials have
been attracting the attention of battery researchers thanks to
their relatively higher reversible capacities and higher charging
voltages. Among them, LiCoO2 had been popularly used as one
of the commercial cathode materials through the 1990s and
2000s, but its capacity limit could not meet the substantial
energy density required by electric vehicles (EVs).6 In this
regard, nickel-based layered cathode materials (LiNi1−xMxO2, M
= Co, Mn, Al, etc.) have been extensively developed to overcome
the apparent limitation of LiCoO2.7 The target capacity of these
nickel-based layered cathode materials is larger than
200 mA h g−1 and the charging voltages should be above 4.2 V
(vs. Li/Li+, hereaer) to meet higher energy densities required
for EV applications.8–13 Increasing the cell operating voltage,
however, is inevitably accompanied by a plethora of electrode
and electrolyte degradation mechanisms—irreversible struc-
tural changes, micro-fracture formation and continuous para-
sitic reactions within the electrode–electrolyte interface—that
lead to rapid performance loss.14–20 Therefore, a fundamental
and mechanistic understanding of underlying mechanisms in
layered cathode materials during battery cycling at high volt-
ages is critical for the development of next-generation LIBs.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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Fig. 1 Characterization of transition metal hydroxides: (a) XRD
patterns of NM-hydroxide, Ni(OH)2 reference and Co(OH)2 reference
and (b) Raman spectra of NM-hydroxide and Ni(OH)2 reference. XPS
spectra of NM-hydroxide: (c) Mn 3s, (d) Ni 2p and (e) O 1s core levels. (f)
Crystal structure illustration of NM-hydroxide with de-protonated
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In addition to the aforementioned well-known observations
at high voltages, recently an interesting phenomenon was
observed from one of the layered cathode materials, birnessite
(XMnO2$1.5H2O, X = alkali ions, such as Li, Na, and K) that has
an intrinsically low amount of alkali ions (X < 0.4) in its as-
prepared state due to the presence of crystal water and
protons.21 Therein, the initial charge capacity should be lower
than the subsequent discharge capacity considering the limited
amount of alkali ions in its structure, but unexpectedly it shows
higher charge capacity than the theoretical capacity implying
that other electrochemical processes may be involved. Due to
the low crystallinity of birnessite it is quite challenging to
identify the origin of the unexpectedly high initial charge
capacity, but the presence of protons in the structure may
provide an important clue to unravel this interesting phenom-
enon: for example, the extracted protons in the structure could
act as charge-carrier ions at high voltages (>4.5 V) instead of
alkali ions. Considering the structural similarity between bir-
nessite and other layered-type materials, it is highly possible to
observe a similar interesting phenomenon in other layered-type
materials containing protons, which motivates us to investigate
its origin, detailed mechanisms and potential effects on the
electrodes and cell performance. In addition, the role of
a proton as a charge carrier in aqueous battery systems has been
investigated by a number of research groups,22,23 but the pres-
ence of the proton and its role in non-aqueous battery systems
during high-voltage operation is not well-studied. In general,
the protons in the layered-type cathode materials originated
from a direct exchange between Li+ and H+ due to exposure of
the materials to a high-humidity atmosphere during the
synthesis process.24 Several research studies reported that the
activation energy of Li+ ion diffusion can be increased by
blocking the Li+ ion channels due to the presence of protons in
layered-type cathode materials, resulting in poor electro-
chemical performances.25,26

In this study, in order to provide a fundamental and mech-
anistic understanding of the correlation between deprotonation
and electrochemical behaviors of layered-type materials in the
non-aqueous electrolytes during high-voltage operation,
layered-type transition-metal hydroxides, such as Mn0.5Ni0.5(-
OH)2−x, Ni(OH)2 and Co(OH)2, have been chosen as model
materials. The electrochemical analysis and diagnostics
combined with advanced characterization studies and rst
principles calculations enable us to investigate deprotonation
mechanisms and its effects on these model materials. We
observed that only Mn-containing hydroxide, Mn0.5Ni0.5(-
OH)2−x, showed a typical but strange initial charging behavior,
whereas other model materials failed in electrochemical
charging processes implying that deprotonation is a transition
metal dependent phenomenon. In addition, we revealed that
deprotonation degrades the structure and electrochemical
properties of the electrode, and the extracted proton can be
a potential capacity fading factor by forming corrosive HF in the
LiPF6-based electrolyte systems. To the best of the authors'
knowledge, there have been no previous literature reports of
a high-voltage deprotonation mechanism and its detrimental
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
effects on the proton containing layered-type cathode materials
in a LIB.
Results and discussion
Structural properties and electrochemical behaviors of layered
transition-metal hydroxides

Powder-XRD analysis results indicate that Ni(OH)2, Co(OH)2
and Ni0.5Mn0.5(OH)2 (NM-hydroxide, hereaer) crystallize in
a brucite (Mg(OH)2)-like structure with a space group of P�3m1
(Fig. 1a). These materials are built on transition metal (TM)
hydroxide octahedra with Ni, Mn or Co atoms at the 1a (0, 0, 0)
Wyckoff position, while O and H atoms are at the 2d (1/3, 2/3, z)
position.27 These materials have interesting structural features
of two different types of ionic TM–O bonds and covalent O–H
bonds, which is different from typical Li-containing layered
oxides that have only ionic TM–O and O–Li bonds. The peak
split observed in NM-hydroxide indicates the coexistence of Ni
and Mn in the material because pure Mn(OH)2 (Mn(II)) is
unstable and readily changed to theMn(hydro)-oxide phase that
has a higher oxidation state of Mn(III) or Mn(IV).28

Raman spectra of NM-hydroxide show two main bands
centered at ∼465 cm−1 and ∼590 cm−1 as shown in Fig. 1b. The
features are different from those of the typical transition metal
hydroxide reference (e.g., Ni(OH)2) that shows main bands
located at around ∼313 cm−1 and ∼446 cm−1. The rst
defects.

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 3018–3027 | 3019
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Fig. 2 Electrochemical behaviors of NM-hydroxides: (a) specific
capacity vs. voltage profiles for the first cycle (discharge behaviors with
vs. without a charging process) in the voltage window of 1.5–5.1 V at
a current density of 10 mA g−1 and (b) cycling performance (up to the
50th cycle). (c) Selected specific capacity vs. voltage profiles for the
2nd, 5th, 10th, 20th, 30th, 40th and 50th cycles and (d) the corre-
sponding dQ/dV plots.
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important observation in the Raman spectra of NM-hydroxide is
the disappearance of a band centered at ∼313 cm−1. In
a previous report, the Raman band at∼313 cm−1 corresponds to
the presence of a proton and specically proton motion
regarding the oxygen position (TM–OH rotational vibrational
mode) in transition metal hydroxide.29 The vanishing of the
signal may have originated from partial oxidation of TM–(OH)2
to TM–OOH in NM-hydroxide that is in the oxidized phase as
a result of transition metal oxidation and the resultant depro-
tonation. In addition, the slight shi of a band from ∼446 cm−1

to ∼465 cm−1 with the appearance of a new band at ∼590 cm−1,
as the second important change, demonstrates the partial
oxidation of Mn0.5Ni0.5(OH)2 to Mn0.5Ni0.5(OOH2−x).29 As
explained in the XRD results, the instability of the Mn(OH)2
phase induces oxidation of Mn and structural distortion of an
ideal hydroxide structure that result in the changes in Raman
spectra.

Additional XPS analysis was performed to conrm the partial
oxidation of TM-hydroxide focusing on oxidation states of Mn
and Ni in NM-hydroxide (Fig. 1c–e). Generally, the Mn 2p core
level is known to possess complicated multiplet splitting that
makes it difficult to resolve minute changes in the position and
asymmetry of peaks from manganese.29 Therefore, the Mn 3s
core level was analyzed to identify the valence state of Mn in
NM-hydroxide (Fig. 1c). It is known that the Mn 3s core level
energy (DE3s) is decreased as Mn valency is increased. For
example, the DE3s of MnO (Mn2+) is∼6 eV, that of Mn2O3 (Mn3+)
is∼5.5 eV and that of MnO2 (Mn4+) is∼4.7 eV, respectively.30 For
NM-hydroxide, thus, about 5.5 eV of DE3s indicates that the
oxidation state of Mn is +3 rather than +2 by partial oxidation
due to unstable Mn(OH)2. As shown in Fig. 1d, the Ni 2p core
level spectra of NM-hydroxide are analyzed and compared with
those of Ni(OH)2 and carefully treated NiO2 references with Ni2+

and Ni4+, respectively, to determine the valence state of Ni. Ni 2p
spectra of NM-hydroxide consist of two spin–orbit doublets at
binding energy values of∼855.6 eV and∼873.2 eV, and they can
be assigned to Ni 2p2/3 and Ni 2p1/2, respectively. As can be seen
from the two different reference materials, Ni 2p spectra have
obvious differences in the peak position and peak shape. Ni 2p
spectra of NiO2 can be clearly identied by the unique peak
splitting for both Ni 2p3/2 and Ni 2p1/2, whereas neither of them
are observed from Ni(OH)2. Also, the peak position of Ni 2p
peaks of NiO is located at a lower value than that of Ni(OH)2.31

As NM-hydroxide shows similar Ni 2p spectra to that of the
Ni(OH)2 reference material, it can be inferred that the state of Ni
in the material is close to Ni2+ rather than Ni4+. Fig. 1e presents
O1s core level spectra of NM-hydroxide. The O 1s peak can be
deconvoluted into two components: the one at 529.8 eV is
assigned to the typical bond of oxygen in metal oxides (M–O),
while the other at 531.4 eV corresponds to hydroxide (M–OH),
which is consistent with the previous report on Ni(OH)2.32 The
dominant M–OH signal of O 1s spectra well supports the feature
of hydroxide and the presence of M–O might be related to
partial oxidation of NM-hydroxide. The XPS analysis results
conrm that the oxidation states of Mn (as Mn3+) and Ni (as
Ni2+) in NM-hydroxide indicating a partial deprotonated state
from the ideal Ni0.5Mn0.5(OH)2 to Ni0.5Mn0.5(OH)2−x, and the
3020 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 3018–3027
deprotonated defect of TM–O–H may have occurred from Mn–
O–H rather than Ni–O–H (Fig. 1f).

Electrochemical behaviors of NM-hydroxide were analyzed
using coin-type cells with a Li metal counter/reference electrode
and a Gen2 electrolyte (1.2 M lithium hexauorophosphate
(LiPF6) in ethylene carbonate (EC) : ethyl methyl carbonate
(EMC), 3 : 7 wt%, water content: <10 ppm). The specic capacity
vs. voltage prole and the corresponding differential capacity
(dQ/dV) plot for the 1st cycle were obtained by using two
different electrochemical protocols (Fig. 2a and S1†): (1)
charging rst and then discharging (general electrochemical
test protocol of cathode materials) and (2) discharging without
the initial charging. Here, charging means applying a positive
current to increase the cell voltage against the Li metal counter/
reference electrode. In general, for lithium transition metal
oxides (e.g., LiCoO2 and LiNixMnyCozO2), lithium ions, as
charge carriers, are extracted during the initial charging
process. It can be expected that, however, the electrochemical
reactions of NM-hydroxide during initial charging are different
from those of lithium transition metal oxides due to the
absence of lithium ions in its initial structure. In particular,
analysis of discharging capacities based on two different elec-
trochemical protocols can provide potential origin (e.g., either
one or a combination of factors including electrolyte decom-
position, cathode–electrolyte interphase (CEI) formation, elec-
trode structural changes, etc.) of the unexpectedly high charging
capacity (∼216 mA h g−1 as shown in Fig. 2a). It is clear that the
discharge capacities of NM-hydroxide are greatly dependent on
the electrochemical test protocols (Fig. 2a). A minute discharge
capacity of around 15 mA h g−1 without initial charging may be
related to lithium ions insertion into the layered transition-
metal hydroxides (Fig. S2†) as reported in previous studies
demonstrating the electrochemical behaviors of layered
transition-metal hydroxide as anode materials.33,34 On the other
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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hand, it is noteworthy that the NM-hydroxide electrode tested
with the initial charging protocol shows a signicant increase in
discharge capacity (approximately 83 mA h g−1) implying
possible structural changes in NM-hydroxide that may allow the
insertion of more lithium ions during subsequent cycles in
addition to well-known reactions including oxidative electrolyte
decomposition and CEI formation during charging.

It is also important to understand the main factors—generally,
redox centers and charge carriers—related to the redox behav-
iors of materials. For example, LiCoO2 is known to have cobalt
(Co) as a denite redox center and Li+ ion as a charge carrier. In
classical electrochemical reactions, Co3+/4+ ions release or
uptake the electrons, while Li+ ions deinsert/insert from/into
the cathode to maintain the charge neutrality of the mate-
rial.35,36 Also, a recent study revealed that oxygen (O) also
participates in electrochemical reactions as a redox center
instead of TM under certain conditions, which is called an
anionic redox reaction.37 In both classical and anionic redox
reactions, it is a matter of which element in the material is the
redox center (TM vs. oxygen) while the Li+ ions still act as charge
carriers for those reactions.37 Considering that there were no Li+

ions in the as-prepared NM-hydroxide, however, it is important
to understand which element in the structure acts as a charge
carrier to contribute the initial charge capacity of
∼216 mA h g−1. The aforementioned reactions at high voltages
including electrolyte decomposition, CEI formation and elec-
trode structure changes are attributed to the initial charge
capacity, but a signicant increase in discharge capacity with
initial charging indicates additional possible redox reactions by
protons in NM-hydroxide as charge carriers. As shown in
Fig. S3,† the initial discharge capacities of the NM-hydroxides
are ∼31 and ∼82 mA h g−1, when the NM-hydroxides were
charged up to 4.8 and 5.1 V, respectively, indicating that the
electrochemical behavior of the NM-hydroxides is charge
voltage-dependent.

To further understand electrochemical behaviors of
NM-hydroxide upon cycling, the reversible specic capacities of
up to 50 cycles were analyzed. As shown in Fig. 2b, the reversible
Fig. 3 Valence state and local coordination changes of Mn and Ni in NM-
(b) EXAFS spectra and Ni K-edge (c) XANES and (d) EXAFS spectra of the
2nd cycles.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
capacities of NM-hydroxide are gradually increased and stabi-
lized to around 150 mA h g−1. Interestingly, this value is close to
half of the theoretical capacity of a typical TM oxide (LiTMO2)
when only half of the Li+ ions in the structure participated in
electrochemical reactions. The specic capacity vs. voltage
proles and the corresponding differential capacity (dQ/dV)
plots of NM-hydroxide for different cycle numbers (Fig. 2c and
d) indicate that the gradual increase of reversible capacity
originated from the activated redox reactions at ∼3.2 V for
charging and∼3.5 and∼3.0 V for discharging with the decrease
in overpotential upon cycling. The voltage regions for the acti-
vated redox reactions correspond to manganese redox (Mn3+/4+)
rather than nickel redox (Ni2+/4+), so it can be assumed that Mn
may dominantly play a role as a redox center in NM-hydroxide.
To verify this assumption, the same electrochemical verication
of commercially available Ni(OH)2 and Co(OH)2 was conducted,
and neither of them showed a typical electrochemical charging
behavior (Fig. S4†).
Analysis of transition metal dependent redox chemistry and
structural changes upon electrochemical processes

Mn and Ni K-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) analysis
was conducted to explore the origin of redox centers in NM-
hydroxide by analyzing the changes in the valence state and
local coordination environment of transition metals in
elementally selective ways. Fig. 3 shows the normalized X-ray
absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectra and extended
X-ray absorption ne structure (EXAFS) spectra obtained from
the as-prepared, fully charged and fully discharged samples for
the 1st and 2nd cycles. As shown in Fig. 3a and c, the Mn K-edge
XANES spectra show clear edge shis to higher energy upon
charging and shis to lower energy upon discharging, whereas
the Ni K-edge XANES spectra represent a negligible change,
indicating that Mn is a dominant redox center for the electro-
chemical processes in NM-hydroxide. Specically, the Mn K-
edge XANES spectra obtained from the discharged electrodes
for the 1st and 2nd cycles support the observed electrochemical
hydroxide upon electrochemical processes. Mn K-edge (a) XANES and
as-prepared, fully charged and fully discharged samples for the 1st and

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 3018–3027 | 3021
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Fig. 4 (a) Raman spectra and (b) XRD patterns of the as-prepared, fully
charged and fully discharged NM-hydroxide samples in different
cycles.
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behavior (Fig. 2c). For instance, the edge position of the 2nd
discharged electrode spectra shis to lower energy compared to
that of the 1st discharged electrode spectra, which implies that
reduced Mn (Mn3+) is gradually increased due to continuous
activation of electrochemically active Mn species in NM-
hydroxide. The gradual increase in reversible capacity and the
reduced overpotential in redox reactions at around 3.0–3.5 V
during cycling (Fig. 2b and d) corroborate this.

The local structural changes in NM-hydroxide are also
analyzed based onMn and Ni K-edge EXAFS spectra as shown in
Fig. 3b and d. In Fourier transformed (FT) EXAFS spectra for the
Mn and Ni K-edge regions, the strongest peak at ∼1.5 Å is
attributed to the closest oxygen (Mn–O/Ni–O), while the peaks
between ∼2.5 and ∼3.0 Å can be assigned to Mn–TM/Ni–TM
bonds. Similar to the XANES results, there are negligible
changes in Ni K-edge EXAFS spectra upon electrochemical
processes (Fig. 3d). On the other hand, the local coordination
around Mn is signicantly changed during the electrochemical
reactions (Fig. 3b): EXAFS peaks located between ∼2.5 and ∼3.0
Å corresponding to Mn–TM bonds show clear peak splitting and
merging. In general, the peaks at ∼2.5 and ∼3.0 Å assigned to
Mn in the adjacent octahedra with edge-sharing (Mn–Mnedge)
and corner-sharing (Mn–Mncorner, longer Mn–Mn distance),
respectively.38 It can be speculated that splitting and merging of
the peaks corresponding to Mn-TM bonds originated from the
formation of a locally present 3D structure in short-range order.
For example, a-MnOOH—partially de-protonated material from
layered Mn(OH)2—has the co-presence of edge-sharing and
corner-sharing MnO6 octahedra in its distorted 3D structure.39

Also, it is known that d-MnO2 consisting of only edge-sharing
MnO6 shows a single intense peak corresponding to Mn–
Mnedge, whereas b-MnO2 consisting of both edge-sharing and
corner-sharing MnO6 represents the double peaks correspond-
ing to Mn–Mnedge and Mn–Mncorner in the EXAFS spectra.40

Based on the observation in the Mn EXAFS spectra, the crystal
structure of NM-hydroxide which changed during electro-
chemical processes is not an ideal layered structure, but rather
a complicated 3D structure. This could be accompanied by
changes in Mn coordination according to the migration of Mn
from its octahedral sites to the adjacent Li sites, similar to the
previously reported changes in layered LiMnO2.41

To gain a deeper insight into the deprotonation reaction
mechanisms and structural changes during the electrochemical
processes, we employed Raman spectroscopic and XRD anal-
yses (Fig. 4). Before the analyses, we hypothesized that there are
two possible actuating mechanisms in the redox reactions of
NM-hydroxide at high voltages: (1) participation of H+ ions as
charge carriers instead of Li+ ions and (2) insertion/deinsertion
of PF6− anions. Anion (de)insertion is less common than cation
(de)insertion, but charge compensation mechanisms based on
anion (de)insertion at high voltages were already reported in
layered cathode material. For instance, reversible co-insertion/-
deinsertion of both cations and anions into/from the P3-type
Na0.5Ni0.25Mn0.75O2 electrodes was studied in the NaClO4-
based electrolyte systems, which demonstrates (de)insertion of
ClO4− anions, accompanied by an anionic (O2− 4 O−) revers-
ible redox, at relatively higher voltages compared to (de)
3022 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 3018–3027
insertion of Na+ cations.42 As shown in Fig. 4a, Raman spectra of
the electrodes cycled at different states of charge (SOC) and
depths of discharge (DOD) were analyzed to verify the possible
insertion/deinsertion of PF6− anions into/from NM-hydroxide at
high voltages by focusing on the peak at around741 cm−1 in the
spectra corresponding to the PF6− stretching band.43 No signal
from a specic peak position, however, implies that PF6− anions
(de)insertionmay not occur in redox reactions of NM-hydroxide.

The structural changes in NM-hydroxide induced by elec-
trochemical reactions were further analyzed using ex situ XRD.
Specically, the changes of the (001) peak position—mainly
related to interlayer-spacing between adjacent octahedra of TM–

OH slabs—were analyzed. In general, the interlayer spacing is
mostly affected by the shielding effect of repulsive forces
between oxygen atoms located in adjacent layers. Transition
metal hydroxides, however, have distinctive structural charac-
teristics with covalent bonding of O and H (Fig. 1f), which
makes the repulsive forces between adjacent O atoms relatively
weak and thus have a narrower interlayer spacing than that of
conventional lithium containing transition metal oxides. If the
PF6− anion insertion occurs during the electrochemical reac-
tions, the interlayer spacing should be expanded due to the
larger size of PF6− anions compared with that of Li+ cations. As
shown in Fig. 4b, the (001) peak position aer the initial
charging process is similar to that of the as-prepared state
indicating no signicant change in interlayer spacing, whereas
the interlayer spacing of NM-hydroxide is expanded aer the
initial discharging process. Therefore, it seems reasonable to
exclude PF6− insertion in the rst charging process.

The electrochemical reactions aer the initial charging
process are quite complicated due to the co-contribution of
protons and Li+ ions as charge carriers. The (001) peaks of
discharged states for the 2nd and 5th cycles are found at lower
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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two-theta angles indicating gradual expansion of interlayer
spacing, while the increase of the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of those peaks is related to the loss of crystallinity
(Fig. S5†) due to the local re-arrangement of Mn as shown in
XAS analysis (Fig. 3). Specically, gradual expansion of inter-
layer spacing may be correlated with the formation of Li-
containing layered-type oxides as a result of repetitive electro-
chemical substitution of protons for Li+ ions over the cycles.
Computational study on transition metal dependent
deprotonation mechanisms

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed to
examine how the structure, energy and electronic properties of
the transition metal hydroxide (TM(OH)2) electrodes are inu-
enced by the progressive deprotonation. The deprotonation
energy (Ed) was calculated rst to predict the energy cost to
extract a single proton from the system. In the simulation, Ed
was calculated as follows:

Ed ¼
EðTM27O54H54�nÞ � EðTM27O54H54Þ þ n� 1

2
EðH2Þ

n

where n denotes the number of extracted hydrogen atoms, and
E(TM27O54H54), E(TM27O54H54−n) and E(H2) are the total ener-
gies of a pristine electrode, a dehydrogenated electrode, and an
isolated hydrogen molecule, respectively. Note that in the
simulation, the removal of a hydrogen atom from the simula-
tion domain can be considered equivalent to the removal of
a proton since the released electron from the cathode ows to
the anode via the external circuit to maintain the overall
neutrality. Here, we randomly removed 1, 3, 6, and 12 hydro-
gens from the electrodes which correspond to the removal of
2%, 6%, 11%, and 22% protons, respectively.

The calculated deprotonation energies (Table 1) show all
positive values for the considered systems, implying that proton
extraction is not a favorable reaction. The results show that the
Mn systems exhibit the lowest deprotonation energies
compared to the Co and Ni systems at all degrees of deproto-
nation. For example, Ed for the Mn system is 1.51 eV (vs. 1.79
and 2.41 eV for Co and Ni systems) when n = 1, and Ed for the
Mn system is 1.46 eV (vs. 1.97 and 2.33 eV for Co and Ni systems)
when n = 12. Interestingly, in the case of the Mn system, the
required energy for single proton extraction remains consistent
at varying degrees of deprotonation (Ed = 1.51, 1.52, 1.51 and
Table 1 Calculated deprotonation energies (Ed)
a

Ed (eV)

n = 1 n = 3 n = 6 n = 12

Mn 1.51 1.52 1.51 1.46
Co 1.79 1.88 1.92 1.97
Ni 2.41 2.35 2.39 2.33

a n represents the number of extracted protons from TM27O54H54 (TM=
Mn, Co, and Ni).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
1.46 eV at n = 1, 3, 6, and 12, respectively), while the deproto-
nation energies for Co or Ni are increased or slightly uctuated
with increasing n. DFT calculation results indicate that protons
could be relatively easily extracted from Mn27O54H54 compared
to Co27O54H54 and Ni27O54H54.

Fig. 5 shows fully relaxed congurations of TM27O54H53 (n =

1, single proton removal) with TM–O and H–O distances. First,
slightly distorted structures near the deprotonated O are
observed for both Mn27O54H53 and Co27O54H53. The distortion
leads to the shortened bond length between Mn (Co) and the
deprotonated O being 1.89 (1.82) Å compared with the other two
bond lengths of 2.22 (2.18) Å (Fig. 5a and b). Note that the bond
length between Mn (Co) and O in the pristine electrodes is 2.23
(2.14) Å, which is well consistent with the experimental value of
2.196 (2.116) Å.44,45 In the case of Ni27O54H53, the structural
symmetry is well preserved near the deprotonated O site with
identical Ni–O bond and H–O bond lengths of 2.04 Å—slightly
shorter than the original value of 2.08 Å—and 2.18 Å, respec-
tively. The structural evolutions upon progressive deprotona-
tion were further investigated by calculating the distribution of
TM–O–TM angles (Fig. S6†). At a low deprotonation level (n = 3,
three proton removal), TM–O–TM angles exhibit a relatively
narrower peak distribution with a main peak position of 97° for
the three systems (see the bottom three panels in Fig. S6†). As
the deprotonation degree increases (n= 6 and 12, six and twelve
proton extraction), the distribution of angles becomes broad-
ened as the structures are further disordered. Our results also
show that the degree of disorder upon deprotonation strongly
depends on the type of transition metal atom. Specically, the
angular distribution of Ni–O–Ni (Fig. S6c†) is likely to maintain
Fig. 5 Top (left) and side (right) views of the optimized structures of (a)
Mn27O54H53, (b) Co27O54H53 and (c) Ni27O54H53 with atomic distances
(Mn-purple, Co-blue, Ni-gray, O-red, and H-white). Projected density
of states (PDOS) of TM atoms in (d) Mn27O54H54/53, (e) Co27O54H54/53

and (f) Ni27O54H54/53, respectively. The energy level of each system is
shown relative to the Fermi level EF and electronic structures of TM2+

and TM3+ are shown in the insets. The superscript a in TMa represents
distorted structures.

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 3018–3027 | 3023
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its initial shape with a slightly broadened distribution, indica-
tive of a relatively rigid framework upon deprotonation. The Mn
system, however, shows a broader angular distribution than the
Co and Ni systems at the same deprotonation level, implying
that theMn-based system possesses a largely distorted structure
upon deprotonation.

To investigate the transition metal dependent distortion, we
calculated the projected density of states (PDOS) of TM in
pristine TM27O54H54, and TM with distortion in TM27O54H53.
For Mn (black line in Fig. 5d) in Mn27O54H54, the spin-up states
are only lled up while the spin-down states are mostly unoc-
cupied, indicating that Mn is in the +2 state.46 The extraction of
a proton pushes the spin-up orbitals over the Fermi level (red
line), resulting in the formation of an Mn3+ ion. The transition
of Mn oxidation states can be quantitatively conrmed by
calculating the magnetic moment values of 4.64mB (Mn2+) and
4.04mB (Mn3+), respectively. Therefore, the distortion of
Mn27O54H53 could be associated with the strong Jahn–Teller
effect on an Mn3+ ion, which is commonly observed in Mn-
based layered oxide materials.47,48 Similarly, Co2+ (2.78mB) in
pristine Co27O54H54 is oxidized to Co3+ (3.13mB) upon deproto-
nation, resulting in the Jahn–Teller distortion effect within the
Fig. 6 Images of the electrodes cycled in the Gen2 and LiTFSI–EC/EMC e
(b) the stainless steel (SS) spacer. (c) EDS spectra of cycled Li metal ano
cycled NM-hydroxide cathodes and (e) SEM images of NM-hydroxide p
pristine one).

3024 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 3018–3027
structure. For Ni in the pristine system (Fig. 5f), both spin-up
and spin-down states are occupied, while some of the down-
spin d orbitals are unoccupied, representing the typical low
spin states of Ni2+.49 It is worth noting that a noticeable change
was not observed in the electronic structure of Ni with depro-
tonation, indicating that Ni is redox-inactive during the proton
extraction process. The calculated magnetic moment of a Ni ion
is marginally changed from 1.81mB to 1.74mB with deprotona-
tion, resulting in inactive Jahn–Teller distortion.

Potential detrimental effect of deprotonation on
electrochemical cells

A potential detrimental effect of deprotonation which occurred
at high voltages was studied by visual observation and surface
chemistry analysis on both electrodes cycled in two different
electrolytes—Gen2 and LiTFSI–EC/EMC (1.0 M lithium bis(tri-
uoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) in EC : EMC, 3 : 7 wt%)—
compared with pristine electrodes. Different from the cells
fabricated with the Gen2 electrolyte, the cells tested in the
LiTFSI–EC/EMC electrolyte failed to demonstrate reasonable
electrochemical performance (Fig. S7†) due to severe aluminum
(Al) corrosion which occurred at around 3.8 V in the presence of
lectrolytes: Li metal anodes facing (a) the NM-hydroxide electrode and
des (facing the NM-hydroxide electrodes), (d) Al current collectors of
articles charged in the Gen2 and LiTFSI–EC/EMC electrolytes (vs. the

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
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LiTFSI salt.50 As shown in Fig. 6a and b, the cycled and washed
Li metal facing the NM-hydroxide electrodes in the Gen2 elec-
trolyte displays a drastic discoloration with strong attachment
of a separator (Fig. S8†) aer the 1st charging, while this is not
the case for the LiTFSI–EC/EMC electrolyte.

The energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) technique
was utilized to further investigate the surface chemistry changes
of Li metal cycled in the Gen2 electrolyte. It is noted that the
attached separator was not fully removed as shown in Fig. 6a, so
this may affect the EDS signals. As shown in Fig. 6c, the most
distinctive elemental signals from Li metal cycled in the Gen2
electrolyte are F, O, P and C that could have originated from the
solid–electrolyte interphase (SEI) layers formed from the
reduction of electrolyte components, such as EC, EMC and
LiPF6. In particular, we could observe the weak Ni and Mn
signals which originated from dissolved and cross-talked tran-
sition metals of the NM-hydroxide electrode by deprotonation
and the subsequent highly corrosive HF formation. It is well
known that the protons from a trace amount of water in the
LiPF6-based electrolyte results in the continuous formation of
HF based on the following reactions:51

H+ + PF6
− 4 H–F–PF5 (1)

H–F–PF5 4 HF + PF5 (2)

On the other hand, O, F, S, C and Al have distinctive signals
from the cycled Li metal in the LiTFSI–EC/EMC electrolyte. The
O, F, S and C signals could have originated from the SEI layers
formed from the reduction of electrolyte components including
EC, EMC and LiTFSI, while the relatively stronger Al signal
(compared with that of the Gen2 electrolyte) originates from
dissolved and cross-talked Al traces due to Al current collector
corrosion in the LiTFSI-based electrolyte. The edge damaged Al
current collector of the cycled NM-hydroxide electrode also well
demonstrates the Al corrosion issue in the LiTFSI–EC/EMC
electrolyte (Fig. 6d).

Fig. 6e shows the SEM images of the pristine NM-hydroxide
particles and the collected particles from the charged NM-
hydroxide electrodes in two different electrolytes. The NM-
hydroxide particles were synthesized by the co-precipitation
method, and the secondary particles have a spherical shape
with a size of ∼10 mm. Each secondary particle is composed of
plate-like primary particles with a size of ∼100–300 nm as shown
in Fig. S9.† Contrary to severe changes in the cycled Li metal
anode in the Gen2 electrolyte, the NM-hydroxide secondary
particles obtained from the charged cathodes in the Gen2 elec-
trolyte showed a negligible change possibly due to the decom-
position of the CEI by the formed HF.52 The LiPF6-based
electrolytes are the most successful and heavily used for
commercial LIBs, but the demonstrated potential issues of tran-
sition metal dissolution and crosstalk and decomposition of
electrolyte–electrode interphases (EEIs) because of deprotonation
and HF formation should be addressed for the development of
advanced LIBs. It is noteworthy that layered-type transition metal
oxide materials typically contain the protons through Li+–H+

exchange during ambient air synthesis and storage due to their
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2023
high surface reactivity, which may cause similar problems as
shown in the model NM-hydroxide.53
Conclusions

In summary, we have studied the detailed mechanisms of the
deprotonation process in layered transition-metal hydroxide
materials at a high-voltage region (>4.5 V) and its detrimental
effects on electrochemical performance using a combination of
electrochemical analysis and diagnostics, advanced character-
ization studies and computational simulations. Our study reveals
critical electrochemical behaviors of layered structured materials
during high-voltage charging: (1) protons in a layered structure
can be deprotonated in the initial charge process; (2) extracted
protons can play a role as charge carrier in Li-free materials; (3)
deprotonation process is dependent upon transition metals and
accordingly deteriorates the electrode by changing its structure
and electrochemical properties; and (4) extracted protons can
form corrosive HF in a LiPF6-based electrolyte resulting in
detrimental effects, such as transition metal dissolution and
crosstalk, decomposition of EEIs and continuous capacity fading
during cell cycling. The detailed research newly suggests that the
deprotonation process should be considered in the development
of high-voltage cathode materials along with previously reported
irreversible structural changes and oxidative electrolyte decom-
position during high-voltage charging. We believe that the
knowledge obtained from the fundamental and mechanistic
studies will allow for rational design of advanced high-voltage
cathodes and/or new electrolyte formulations for the develop-
ment of next-generation rechargeable batteries with higher
energy density, longer lifespan and enhanced safety.
Experimental
Material synthesis

Layered nickel–manganese hydroxide, Ni0.5Mn0.5(OH)2, was
synthesized by the co-precipitation method with transition
metal solution consisting of a desired molar ratio of transition
metals prepared by dissolving NiSO4$6H2O and MnSO4$5H2O
(Sigma-Aldrich) in distilled water. The prepared metal solution
(2 M) was continuously fed into a continuously stirred tank
reactor (CSTR, 4 L), while an appropriate amount of an aqueous
ammonia solution (5 M) as a chelating agent was pumped into
the reactor at an appropriate feed rate to retain the ratio of
metal and ammonia. The pH was kept at 10.6 by controlling the
feed of sodium hydroxide solution and temperature was
maintained at 55 °C to produce a homogeneous composition
with an expected morphology. The product from the CSTR with
24 hours reaction was washed and ltered several times with
distilled water to remove any unreacted sulfate and ammonia.
The ltered powder was dried in nitrogen owed oven overnight
to avoid any oxidation.
Material characterization studies

The crystal structures of the samples were analyzed by powder
X-ray diffraction (PXRD, Rigaku D/Max, Cu Ka, operating at
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2023, 11, 3018–3027 | 3025
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a voltage of 40 kV and a current of 250 mA). X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed in a Thermo/
K-Alpha ESCA System photoelectron spectrometer under ultra-
high vacuum (UHV) conditions. The morphology and micro-
structure of the samples were characterized using a eld
emission scanning electron microscope and energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (FE-SEM and EDS, Hitachi). The Mn and Ni
K-edge XAS were measured at beamline 12-BM of the Advanced
Photon Source in the Argonne National Laboratory. Raman
spectroscopic analysis was conducted by using a Horiba
XploRA™ PLUS V1.2 Multiline Confocal Raman microscope (30
mW air cooled laser diode (638 nm) and 0.5 numerical
aperture).

Electrochemical property evaluations

All electrochemical tests were conducted using CR2032 coin-
type cells. The working electrode consisted of 80 wt% active
materials, 10 wt% conductive carbon (super C65) and 10 wt%
polyvinylidene uoride (PVdF) binder. The mixture was
dispersed in N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP) and then hand
ground for 30 min using a mortar and a pestle. The slurry was
cast onto an Al foil and dried at 120 °C for 12 h under vacuum.
The loading density of the electrode was ∼5 mg cm−2. The coin-
type cells were assembled using a Celgard 2325 as the separator,
a Li metal disc as the counter and reference electrodes, and 50
mL of “Gen2” electrolyte (1.2 M lithium hexauorophosphate
(LiPF6) in ethylene carbonate (EC) : ethyl methyl carbonate
(EMC), 3 : 7 wt%) as the electrolyte. Cell assembly was per-
formed in an Ar-lled glove box. Galvanostatic charge and
discharge tests and cyclic voltammetry (CV) were conducted
using a Maccor battery cycler (Series 4000).

Computational simulation

The atomic and electronic structures were calculated using
density functional theory (DFT) within the Perdew–Becke–Ern-
zerhof generalized gradient approximation (GGA-PBE), as
implemented in the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package
(VASP).54 We employed the projector augmented wave (PAW)
method to describe the interaction between core and valence
electrons, and a planewave basis set with a kinetic energy cutoff
of Ecut = 520 eV. The TM(OH)2 systems were modeled using a 3
× 3 × 3 supercell; each supercell had 27 TM (TM = Mn, Co and
Ni), 54 O and 54 H atoms as shown in Fig. S10.†We used a (2 ×

2 × 1) gamma-centered k-point mesh for the geometry optimi-
zation and energy calculations, and a (5 × 5 × 2) gamma-
centered k-point mesh for the projected density of states
(PDOS). The Hubbard U correction was used to reect the strong
correlation of 3 d electrons in transition metal ions. The values
of U for Mn, Co and Ni were set to 4.5, 4.9 and 6.5 eV, respec-
tively.55,56 Grid based Bader charge analysis was employed to
determine the charge redistributions.57
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